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Abstract. Studies on extracting technology of structure information from 

comparison sentences are to extract comparison target, features, and relations 

from given sentences and it is a very important technology in comparing search. 

There have been studies in English speaking countries, but this is the first study 

on Korean documents. In this study1, the comparison targets and relations were 

focused among the structure information of comparison sentences to find the 

superiority and inferiority determination rules. Then, the comparison keywords 

for superiority and inferiority as well as the predicate were used to extract 

superior targets among the comparison targets. Then, the comparative search 

results and comparative opinions are provided in a single view through the 

comparative search system.   
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1   Introduction 

Studies on Comparative Sentence Mining, which shows comprehensive comparison 

results by analyzing review documents that contain user opinions, can be applied in 

various fields. For companies, they can find what to improve by analyzing the users‟ 

opinions on products and services. For individuals, being able to see huge amount of 

systematically organized and analyzed reviews on webs rather than a small amount of 

reviews gathered by a portal site will help them to make decision of purchasing  and 

this can be utilized as the opinion mining factor technologies [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. 

There are many studies in comparative sentence classification methods in English 

speaking countries, and recently there are studies applied to Korean. However, there 

have no studies on comparison targets and superior targets which are very useful 

information in comparative search in Korean so more studies on broad field and more 

researchers are required.  

The methods to find targets that are in superior position than the comparing target 
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from different levels of comparison sentences by using rules are described in this 

study.  

Chapter 2 describes the related works and Chapter 3 describes the method by which 

superior targets were extracted from comparative sentences using the Comparative 

Sentence Method to show the comparative search result. Finally chapter 4 describes 

the results acquired from experiments.   

2   Related Works 

Studies classifying sentences including comparative opinions using some keywords in 

English speaking world include [7, 8]. In this study, 83 keywords were identified and 

used in those sentences. Likewise, the classification of the comparative opinion 

sentences using keywords showed a high recall rate (98%), however, the precision 

was very low (32%). In order to solve this problem, Class Sequential Rule mining 

was used.   

In [9] the structural factors of comparative sentences were analyzed and the 

comparison targets and attributes were extracted to extract the superior targets in the 

comparison. For this, the comparative sentences were classified into 4 types and 

appropriate rules for each type were applied to extract the superior targets in the 

comparison.  

In [10], the structure factors of the Chinese comparative sentences were classified 

such as comparison target, comparison attributes and emotions. 

The extracting methods for relation items from comparative sentences are highly 

used in English and Chinese documents, however, there have been no studies 

targeting Korean documents.   

3   Extracting Superior Targets and Comparison Search 

Comparative sentences have certain structures. Those are comparing subject, 

comparing target, comparing features, and comparing superiority. For example, a 

sentence “Restaurant A is more delicious than restaurant B” was examined. 

Restaurant A is a comparing subject and restaurant B is a comparing target. Although 

it was not specifically described here, the flavor of food is a comparing feature and A 

restaurant is actually superior target than restaurant B.  

Korean comparison sentences are classified into equality and inequality 

comparison upon the first judgment for the similarity and difference of two targets. 

The inequality comparison is divided into simple inequality and degree inequality 

comparison upon its degree.  

 In the superiority/inferiority sentences, there are words frequently used to show the 

comparisons and these words are called superiority/inferiority comparison words.   

In this study, the superiority/inferiority comparison words were used to determine the 

superior targets and the study results on the methods of showing the comparative 

search results on the web was summarized.  



In order to collect the comparison sentences, the web crawler is used to collect 
comments from restaurant information provision websites. In this model sentences are 
retrieved from the document and then those sentences containing any inequity 
comparative words are extracted. The extracted sentences are classified into 
comparative sentences or non-comparative ones by the Rule based comparative 
sentence analyzer, with comparative ones added to the database. Non-comparative 
ones go through another classification procedure provided by the analyzer, with 
comparative ones added to the database. 

In order to classify the superior targets from the classified comparative sentences, 

the verb information that is closely located to the comparison word is used in a that 

sentence used the superiority/inferiority comparison proposition such as „than‟, and 

„compare to‟, if the closest verb from a comparison word has the positive meaning, 

the comparison subject becomes the superior target and if it has the negative meaning, 

the comparison target becomes the superior target. Oppositely, if the comparison 

word is used for adverb such as „more‟ or „far‟ and if the predicate is positive, the 

comparison target becomes the superior target and if it is negative, the comparison 

subject becomes the superior target. At this time, for the determination for positive 

and negative, the positive and negative verb list stored in DB needs to be used. This is 

summarized in Table 1. 

 

Table 1.  Rules to determine superior target from declarative sentences 

Category  Details 

Sentences 

using  

superiority 

/inferiority 

comparison 

words as 

proposition 

POS Comparison target + comparison words as 

proposition(„보다(than)‟, „비해(compare to)‟ etc) + 

adjective 

Rule If the predicate is positive,  

→ The comparison subject becomes the superior 

target.  

If the predicate is negative,  

→ The comparison target becomes the superior 

target.  

Sentences 

using  

superiority 

/inferiority 

comparison 

words as 

adverb 

POS Comparison target + Proposition  + comparison words 

as adverb(„더(more)‟, „훨씬(far)‟ etc) + Adjective 

Rule If the predicate is positive,  

→ The comparison target becomes the superior 

target.  

If the predicate is negative,  

→ The comparison subject becomes the superior 

target.  

 

For general declarative sentences, superior target could be found by using 

comparison words and positivity and negativity of predicates, however, for negative 

sentences with negative words, the superior target needs to be determined oppositely 

from the previous rule. For example “A is not better than B”, the proposition 

„than(boda)‟ was used as a comparison word and since there is a positive predicate 

„better(jota)‟, the comparison subject A is supposed to be superior according to the 



rule, however, actually comparison target B is the superior target. Likewise, if a 

negative word „not‟ is followed after a predicate, the superior target needs to be 

determined oppositely from the rule for general declarative sentence. 

In this study, the technologies to extract comparative opinion sentences and 

superior targets were used to implement the comparison search system. The number 

of comparative opinions on certain targets can be found and several comparative 

opinions can be seen at the same time. Moreover, even if not all multiple comparative 

sentences are being read, the superior targets can be determined since it shows the 

superior targets.   

4   Experiment 

For experiment, web crawler was used for restaurant review websites 

Menupan.com and Wingbus to retrieve users‟ comments. 299 Comparison sentences 

included the word „than (boda)” and superior comparison targets were found in 275 

sentences which showed 91.9% of precision. 122 Comparison sentences included the 

word „compared to (bihae)” and superior comparison targets were found in 100 

sentences which showed 81.9% of precision. 30 Sentences included the comparison 

word „far(Hwelsin) and all of them found the superior comparison target. Also 117 

Sentences included the comparison word „more(deo)‟ but 4 sentences couldn‟t find 

the superior comparison target which showed  96.5% precision. 

5   Conclusion 

In this study, the methods to extract comparison superior targets in 

superiority/inferiority comparison sentences by using comparison words and sentence 

pattern rules are studied. In order to find the comparison subjects and targets, 

restaurant lists are compiled and the comments that may include comparison 

sentences were found by using the restaurant list, and then classified the comparison 

sentences through the method that integrated and applied the sentence structure rules 

and statistic methods. Then, the superiority/inferiority comparison keywords and 

predicates were used to extract the superior targets.  

In the future, more comparison words need to be used for experiment, also various 

rules derived from general rules have be to found also the extraction methods for 

superior target information from adnominal phrases and complex sentences need to be 

studied. Moreover, the methods to process sentences that can‟t determine the superior 

target from will be studied.  
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